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In this era of complex and potentially overwhelming European funding, with a multitude of pan European and national funding 

mechanisms available, the European Innovation Council stands out to support excellent innovators all over the world to bring their 

most ambitious technological ideas to life and to survey those innovative questions which rock their world day and night.   

The EIC is Europe’s flagship innovation program to identify, develop and scale up breakthrough technologies and game changing 

innovations. Innovators of any age, career stage, institutional context (private or public sector) and from anywhere in the world can 

apply, individually or with a team, providing that their host institution is located in a European Member state or Associated Country.   

The uniqueness of the EIC: from idea to innovative business:   

Through their Pathfinder program, the EIC offers support to scientific teams to research or develop an emerging breakthrough 

technology.   

Further on, EIC Transition grants are awarded for building on promising research results to demonstrate and mature the technology 

and develop business plans for specific applications. Funding and investments through the EIC Fund are offered for individual 

start-ups and small companies to develop and scale up game changing innovations by means of the EIC Accelerator funding scheme.   

Do you want to know more? Join us for the EIC talk on Thursday, 18 May 2023 at 15.10h.   

The EIC Project Officer, Dr. Alina-Maria Tomoioaga will provide full information on the EIC funding schemes, with a detailed 

focus on application and evaluation process for EIC Pathfinder grants.   

Should you have a brilliant innovative idea hidden in your drawer, do not hesitate to attend this presentation; you will know more 

on how the European Innovation Council can contribute to making your dreams come true.  

 

 

 

 


